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Two more ambulances arrive for GHA

Gibraltar’s ambulance service has been boosted by the arrival of two new
ambulances for its patient transport service. The GHA ambulance team has
been working to design the tailor made vehicles and supervise production and
final delivery. The crew are proud to receive these modern, high tech, patient
transport ambulances into their updated fleet.

The detailed procurement process has taken nearly eleven months. It went for
tender in October 2012. This is the normal timespan it takes from producing
specification, design, production and manufacture of a vehicle especially
suited to Gibraltar’s narrow streets.

All five ambulances have been supplied by local Dealers Rock Motors Retail
Ltd who have worked very closely with VCS, a specialised firm in Huddersfield
UK, to ensure that the production, design and layout met the requirements of
the GHA Ambulance Service.

The gleaming white and yellow vehicles are a triumph of both technology and
design, mounted on a Volkswagen transporter high roof chassis with a 20cc
twin turbo diesel engine. The rear of the ambulance has been designed for
patient comfort and safety. High tech manual handling equipment has also
been purchased for ease of moving patients safely, speedily and comfortably.
This includes a Compact 2 Track Chair with track to descend down stairways
without lifting the patient, making it safer for the patient and crew. An EZ Glide
powered chair is another welcome feature, which can be used as either a
conventional transit chair, or rapidly converted to power the patient up stairs
or down stairs without any requirement for them to be transferred to another
chair. The Ferno EZ Glide powered chair is designed to climb or descend
stairs at the push of a button. A motorised track system carries the load
greatly reducing any operator fatigue. Finally, one of the rear seats in the
ambulance now has a special child seat.
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All crew members have now completed their induction programme to
familiarise them with all the new equipment, enabling them to take their
maiden voyage today.

These two new patient transport ambulances are another step in securing the
five new ambulances acquired for the patient transport service. The other
three ambulances are due to arrive by the end of the year, and are another
part of the GHA’s strategic plan to support its dedicated staff in transforming
the care and services offered by the ambulance service to its patients.

Minister for Health, Dr John Cortes, commented, "We will very soon now have
a completely new fleet of ambulances, something to which we were fully
committed from before we were elected. Together with other initiatives, this is
a significant step in the development of what has now become recognised as
the GHA's excellent amblance service, now well established as a key element
of Gibraltar's essential services."


